THE BENEFITS OF VEHICLE TRACKING ARE
RESERVED PURELY FOR FLEET MANAGERS RIGHT?
Wrong. Vehicle tracking touches almost every function of a
business. So from reception to risk, HR to Finance, you’ll find it
will help you become an all together more efficient and effective
organisation. Here’s an at a glance snapshot of how Navman
Wireless transforms the day-to-day lives of your key people.

Vehicle tracking gives you incredible visibility
of the most expensive resources business
incur; people and vehicles. With that visibility
comes control and that means quick wins in
terms of fuel savings and productivity – music
to the ears of those responsible for finance.

Vehicle tracking helps sales teams use their
time as effectively as possible and reduce
unnecessary mileage. They’ll begin making
more efficient journeys to prospects and
customers and all mileage is captured
automatically saving admin time.

Vehicle tracking can automate many slow
manual tasks, helping speed up billing and
dealing with customer queries. From
automatic timesheet and mileage claim reports
to guaranteed proof of attendance at a job,
accounts teams will benefit greatly.

Operating a fleet is so much easier with
Navman Wireless on board. Fleet Managers
see where fuel costs can be cut, overtime reduced and driver safety improved. It also
keeps you in line with scheduled maintenance
requirements, keeping vehicles safe and more
efficient to operate.

Your HR people will have access to valuable
information that ensures drivers comply with
the latest legislation. Vehicle tracking also
provides an invaluable method of monitoring
employee performance.

Vehicle tracking provides many safeguards to
ensure your company maintains its duty of
care to employees. It allows those responsible
for risk to keep a close eye on speeds, working
time and vehicle safety ensuring you’re always
on the right side of the law.

Vehicle tracking gives your first
line support team visibility over
all your vehicles, meaning they
can instantly answer customer
queries and improve
customer service and
satisfaction.

To find out more about our vehicle tracking technology, either
get in touch with us or explore www.navmanwireless.co.uk
for more useful resources and interesting content.
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